CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

Huia, Kōkako, Tieke and Hihi
WIT H T HE PO S S I B LE E XCEP TION of the kiwi, the bird family that
most epitomises our endemic fauna is the Callaeidae, the New Zealand wattlebirds.
The huia, more than any other bird, symbolises what has been lost in recent times;
the kōkako, scarce in the North Island and possibly extinct in the South Island, is
treasured for its beautiful haunting song; and the third member of the family, the
tieke or saddleback, was brought back from the brink of extinction.. Like the kiwi,
the wattlebirds were thought to be members of a family that was present when the
New Zealand landmass originally split from Gondwana 80 million years ago, but is
now, also like the kiwi, thought to have arrived here somewhat later. The divergence
of the proto-wattlebird into different species has been estimated to have taken
place less than 40 million years ago,1 suggesting that it arrived not long before this.
The brush-tongued stitchbird was initially thought to be in the same family of
honey eaters as the bellbird, tūī and numerous other Australian and Pacific birds,
but recent work suggests that its closest relatives are the New Zealand wattlebirds,
from which it diverged about 34 million years ago2. Unlike the huia, saddleback and
kōkako, which remain members of the Callaeidae family, the stitchbird diverged
enough for it to be considered a separate monotypic family, the Notiomystidae.
The kōkako is quite different from the morphologically similar huia and tieke
or saddleback, suggesting it was the first of the modern Callaeidae to diverge from
their ancestral species. Like other birds, these early immigrants found that, in the
absence of ground predators, their most convenient food source was on the forest
floor. As they spent more time there, the requirement to fly long distances to feed
or evade predators became less important. As a result, the surviving New Zealand
wattlebirds are poor fliers and therefore, like their extinct relatives, very vulnerable
to recently arrived carnivorous hunters.
When the first Māori landed, the saddleback and kōkako were common
throughout both main islands. In fact both birds had diverged in each island, so
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that today the North and South Island
kōkako and saddlebacks are classified
as separate species. On the other hand,
the huia and the stitchbird, although
also once common in the North Island,
seem to have always been absent from
the South Island. Māori prized the huia, Whakahuia presented to James Cook,
mainly for its white-tipped tail feathers, containing a huia tail feather. te tapa, ol000015
which, like those of the albatross, werea
sign of great mana. Specially carved containers, waka huia, were made to hold them
and other treasures. But all parts of the bird were used as ornaments: the tail feathers separated or all 12 feathers (a marereko) were worn in the hair; the skin without
the tail or head was dried and worn as an ear ornament (pōhoi); and the dried head
and beak was also worn as a pendant. Huia remains were also found in early middens, so they were a food source as well. By the time the first Pākehā arrived, however, the bird’s numbers had been drastically reduced, and the huia was confined to
the forests of the southern North Island.
The first Callaeidae encountered South Island kokako, watercolour by Georg
by Europeans were not the uncommon Forster, from a specimen collected in Queen
huia, but its cousins, the kōkako and the Charlotte Sound in 1773.
saddleback or tieke. On Cook’s first voy- natural histry musem, ff 52
age, Sydney Parkinson noted three sorts
of birds with wattles in the Marlborough
Sounds.3 These were probably the South
Island kōkako and saddleback, and the
juvenile form of the latter. sometimes
later referred to as the jack-bird. Banks
brought a specimen of the South Island
kōkako back to England.4 It was not until Cook’s second voyage, however, that
the bird was described and illustrated by
Johann and Georg Forster. The South
Island kōkako must have been reasonably common – at least 18 were shot in
Dusky and Queen Charlotte Sounds.
Although the Forsters never visited
the North Island, they were aware that
the bird was also found there. Based
on Johann Forster’s information, John
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‘Cinereous wattlebird’, hand-coloured
engraving by John Latham, the first published
illustration of the kōkako. john latham, general
synopsis of birds,

1781, vol. 1, pt. 1, pl. 14

The Forsters encountered tieke including these
birds in Queen Charlotte Sound. The scientists
were the first of many to be confused by the
distinctive plumage of the juvenile bird, in
this case describing it as an adult female. Later
scientists thought they were two different
species. natural history musem, ff 1442

Latham described and illustrated the bird in his General Synopsis of Birds, noting
that the ‘Cinereous Wattle-Bird’ was found throughout New Zealand, although his
description and illustration was of the blue-and-orange wattled South Island bird.5
The Forsters also encountered the saddleback in the South Island, again illustrating
it and providing information for Latham’s book, which described it as being found
throughout the country. A few years earlier, in Northland, Jean Pottier de l’Horme,
the second lieutenant on Surville’s voyage, had described ‘a type of bird the size and
colouring of a blackbird, except that under its beak it has two little red wattles like
a hen’s’6 – probably a saddleback.
The huia and the stitchbird did not reveal themselves to Europeans for a few
more years. In his 1835 Account of New Zealand, William Yate included systematic
descriptions of the birds he had seen, including the huia and the stitchbird. He
noted that the huia was found only in Taranaki and the southern part of the North
Island, but that the highly prized tail feathers were traded in the Bay of Islands. He
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William Ellis also painted the tieke in 1777 on
Cook’s third voyage to New Zealand.
natural history musem, ff 1442

When the huia were first described in England,
the male and female were thought to be
different species, as shown in this handcoloured lithograph. john gould, a synopsis of the
birds of australia,

1837–38, pt 1

also wrote that the flesh was ‘delicious’.7 About the same time, the first specimens
of huia, minus their wings and feet, arrived in England,8 where they were described
by John Gould and included in his Synopsis of the Birds of Australia, and the Surrounding
Islands, published in 1837–38. Gould thought the male and female birds were two
different related species, naming them Neomorpha acutirostris (sharp bill) and N. crassirostris (heavy bill).
Dieffenbach encountered the ‘Uia’ in the hills near Wellington in 1840, recording that it was confined to heavily forested areas between Wellington and Hawke’s
Bay, and that ‘its extinction… may not be very far distant’. With his guides, Dieffenbach finally managed to attract four birds, of which he shot ‘two or three’.9 He
supplied specimens to Gould, who used them for his illustration in Volume 4 of
the massive Birds of Australia published in 1848. The book happily included George
Gray’s suggestion that the two birds were male and female of the same species,
which he proposed naming after Gould, Neomorpha gouldi.10Later the specific name
reverted to Gould’s original name for the female – acutirostris. Even the earliest European commentators, then, noted the restricted range of the bird. In his Essay on
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Male huia, lithograph by A Prévost, 1845.
The subject of the painting had been
collected in New Zealand by Charles Lavaud.
Unlike in Gould’s earlier account, the male
and female were recognised as being from
the same species, and Gray’s Neomorpha
gouldi classification was used. iconographie
ornithologique,

1849, pt 1, pl. 2

This huia lithograph appeared in Birds of
Australia, and was based on specimens
caught near Wellington, supplied by Ernst
Dieffenbach. By now Gould realised that the
male and female were the same species.
john gould, the birds of australia, 1840–48, vol. 4

the Ornithology of New Zealand, Buller wrote that the huia was found only in the Tararuas and Ruahines, occasionally venturing down into the forests of the Wairarapa.11
Another early European encounter with the bird was possibly recorded by
William Swainson (see p. 276). In New Zealand, he confined his illustrative work to
pencil drawings of the young colony, but his descendants own a watercolour painting of a female huia, dated 1849 and done in a style very similar to his earlier work
in England. It has the initials M. F. M., the married name of Swainson’s daughter,
Mary Frederica Marshall, and the caption is thought to be in Swainson’s handwriting. Possibly Mary did the original outline and it was finished by her father.12 Botanist John Buchanan also came across huia when he was based at the Colonial Museum in Wellington in the 1860 and 1870s. He prepared several pencil sketches of
the bird, possibly dating from his botanical trips in the Wainuiomata area in 1875,
as well as a watercolour profile of the head of a male. At the time, the museum
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[above and below left] Huia, pencil drawing and and watercolour by John Buchanan. te papa
[below right] ‘The New Zealand Huai’ by William Swainson. courtesy of derek eustace
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Huia, hand-coloured lithograph by J G Keulemans for Buller’s first edition and chromolithograph
by the same artist for the second edition. walter buller, a history of the birds of new zealand, 1872–73; a
history of the birds of new zealand,

2nd edition, 1887–88

was purchasing skins and Buchanan told an Upper Hutt supplier that ‘huia birds
at the present time are generally bought from the Maoris for 7/6 each (skinning
done here.) I think it would be offering an insult to a white man to offer him the
same price for a skin. 10/ would be fair. But if 7/6 is to be offered for good skins,
5/- ought to be made a fixed price to Maories for Birds.’13 The London Zoological
Society purchased a male huia, which arrived in May 1870. Joseph Smit illustrated it
for the journal Nature, inserting a female in the background, copied from Gould’s
illustration. Less than two years later,
the bird died ‘in a much emaciated condition, but without organic disease’.14
When Buller returned to London
in 1886 to prepare the second edition
of his book, he took with him a female
huia, which he deposited in the Zoological Gardens, and formally presented it
to them the following year with the hope
that he would eventually be able supply
a male companion.15 This bird was used
Joseph Smit’s illustration of the London
by Keulemans to prepare his image for
Zoological Society’s male huia (with a female
the second edition. Interestingly Buller,
bird added in the background).
nature, v. 2, 1870, p. 146
in his text, said that the bird he present272
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ed was a male.16 This Keulemans representation is probably the best-known image
of the bird, although his first edition version is more successful. Buller had collected his first huia in 1855, and over the next 30 years collected numerous specimens,
both dead and alive, but by the time his second edition was published, the huia’s
decline was probably irreversible. The tail feathers were still in great demand by
Māori, and also became a fashion accessory for Pākehā, worn on hats; expeditions
in the 1870s were taking the birds in their hundreds. Rearguard action was taken
in the 1890s, with Buller’s rather equivocal support, to protect the bird and set up
island sanctuaries where it could survive. The Governor, Lord Onslow, was enlisted
in the campaign to save the huia. At Buller’s suggestion, Onlow’s new-born son was
christened Huia. In 1891, at a Ngāti Huia ceremony in Otaki carefully stage-managed by Buller, Onslow introduced his son to the hapu. The Māori elders appealed
to the Governor to halt the shooting of huia by Pākehā. Buller then prepared a
memo for Onslow to present to the government asking for full protection of the
huia as well as for the establishment of island reserves. In 1892, a proclamation
declaring the huia a protected series was signed by Onslow (and his infant son).
A reserve was established on Little Barrier Island, and Charles Robinson, one of
Buller’s collectors, was issued a permit to acquire specimens of the now-protected
huia. This was unsuccessful, although Robinson possibly collected a live male and
female bird, which were ‘diverted’ to Buller, who in turn promised them to Walter
Rothschild in England. There is no evidence that the birds ever arrived.17 An often-told story about the1901 visit of the future King George V to New Zealand
says that after he was presented with huia feathers to wear, demand for the bird
greatly increased, leading to its inevitable extinction. By this time, however, the huia
was probably a lost cause.
Buller probably had more experience of and wrote more about the huia than
anyone else. His rather sentimental accounts of collecting numerous specimens,
and the sometimes dubious nature of his activities, have led to accusations that he
was single-handedly responsible for the bird’s extinction. Certainly his account of
an 1883 huia expedition supports this unfortunate reputation:
Whilst we were looking at and admiring this little picture of bird-life, a pair of
Huias, without uttering a sound, appeared in a tree overhead, and as they were
caressing each other with their beautiful bills, a charge of No. 6 brought both
to the ground together. The incident was rather touching, and I felt almost
glad that the shot was not mine, although by no means loth to appropriate
the two fine specimens. Before we reached our next camping-ground, at the
foot of Poroporo, we had bagged another bird (a female of last year) who was
unattended, and came up quite fearlessly to her doom.18
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In fact, Buller collected about 24 huia,
and described a Māori hunting party in
the 1870s taking 646 huia over a month.
Another commentator noted that, in
1874, over 600 skins were taken in the
eastern Wairarapa.19 ‘Commercial’ hunting, the introduction of predators and
In 1933, New Zealand’s own coins were issued, habitat destruction played a far greater
designed by George Kruger Gray who adapted
role in the huia’s demise than the scienKeulemans’ second edition image for the
tific and collecting activities of Buller
female huia that appeared on the sixpence.
and his peers. Although huia were unThe coin remained in circulation until the
introduction of decimal currency in 1967.
common when Europeans first arrived
in New Zealand, they were regularly
seen in the bush until the 1870s and 1880s. In the late 19th and the early 20th centuries, their complete decline and disappearance took place relatively quickly. During
the 1880s, stoats, weasels and ferrets introduced to the Wairarapa and other areas
to combat rabbits would surely have had a a devastating effect on the huia, with its
limited flight and preference for living on or near the ground.
Although the last accepted ‘official’ sighting of the bird was on the Mount
Holdsworth Track in the Tararuas in 1907, there are fascinating stories of encounters with the bird well into the 20th century. Huia were still reported in the hills behind York Bay on the eastern side of Wellington Harbour in the 1920s, and in other
Male and female huia shot behind York Bay,
Wellington in the first decade of the 20th
century, possibly by Petone taxidermist William
Northover. In 1912 huia were encountered
in the same area by Northover and another
local taxidermist Charles Poynter. Northover
photographed them, but unfortunately the
photographs were destroyed after his death.
Ten years later Poynter informed the Dominion
Museum that he had recently seen three huia
in the same area. He was prepared to show
officials the locality only if he was accompanied
by W R B Oliver, then senior scientific
assistant at the museum (and later the director).
Unfortunately Poynter’s offer was not taken
up. The huia pictured above were in Poynter’s
collection, and passed onto the artist Raymond
Ching, who met Poynter in the 1950s.Today
they are in the collection of the English writer
Errol Fuller.
phillips, p. 90 and raymond ching, 11 may 2017
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In 2013, the British artist Ralph Steadman released a book called Extinct Boids, a roll-call of
disappeared bird species from around the world, illustrated in his inimatable style. Unsurprisingly
New Zealand birds featured prominently, including this pair of huia. courtesy of the artist
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[above] South Island kokakao collected from
Queen Charlotte Sound by James Cook.
world museum, liverpool
[right] South Island kōkako, hand-coloured
engraving by Jean Gabriel Pêtre from a
specimen shot in Tasman Bay.
voyage de la corvette l’astrolabe execute pendant
les annees

1826-1827-1828-1829. zoologique atlas, tome ii.

areas southern North Island areas such as the Waiarapa and Kapiti/Horowhenua.
Further north, in Waikaremoana/Bay of Plenty, there were claims of huia sightings
until the 1950s and even the 1960s.20
The huia’s Callaeidae cousins, the kōkako and the tieke, also struggled to survive. Like the huia, they are poor fliers and spend a lot of time on or near the
ground, making them extremely vulnerable to introduced predators and to habitat
destruction. Both the kōkako and the tieke have North and South Island forms.
The orange-wattled South Island kōkako is on the verge of extinction, surviving
in the form of an occasional tantalising glimpse, or a snatch of distinctive song. It
seemed relatively common, however, throughout the 19th century. Dumont d’Urville encountered kōkako in Tasman Bay, and had a handsome image prepared of
a bird that had been shot in 1827. Perhaps the finest illustration, though, was that
prepared by Keulemans for the first edition of Buller’s A History of the Birds of
New Zealand in 1873. In the same book, Buller quotes John Buchanan who, near
Dunedin, ‘frequently observed … these birds travelling through the bush on foot,
Indian fashion, sometimes as many as twenty of them in single file, passing rapidly
over the ground by a succession of hops, and following their leader like a flock of
sheep’. A few years later over on the West Coast, Charlie Douglas wrote of them
‘about the camp in dozens’.21
By the 20th century, though, their numbers were dropping alarmingly. Again
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North and South Island kōkako, hand coloured lithograph by J G Keulemans.
walter buller, a history of the birds of new zealand, 1872–73

this coincided with the invasion of mustelids ainto more and more remote areas.
The last accepted sighting of the South Island kokako was in 1967 in the Mount
Aspiring National Park, and in 2007 it was officially declared extinct. As with the
the huia, there have been numerous, although unconfirmed and unphotographed,
encounters with the bird, but often by individuals who knew exactly what they were
looking for. In 2013, a sighting near Reefton in 2007 was officially accepted, and
the status of the bird was officially upgraded from ‘extinct’ to ‘data deficient’. Of
course, whether there are viable populations of the bird is another question.
On the other hand, the North Island species, with its distinctive blue wattles,
has managed to survive after also suffering a rapid decline in the 20th century. In
the 1970s and 1980s, the kokako was adopted as the symbol of campaigns to halt
the logging of native trees in the central North Island. In support of the campaign,
Don Binney produced his well-known painting of the bird swooping over forestry
workers and their logging machinery. Numbers are now growing as a result of intensive predator control and more and more people are getting an opportunity to
see and hear this unique bird. Existing populations in the wild are intensively managed, and self-sustaining populations have been established on both mainland and
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The wings of the the kokako and the huia were relatively small, so both are/were poor fliers.
te papa or.025294, or.000064

island sanctuaries. More controversially, an attempt was made to reintroduce kōkako to the South Island when 27 North Island birds were transferred to Secretary
Island in Fiordland in 2008–09. But four years later there was no sign of the birds,
which were thought to have been victims of a sudden increase in stoat numbers.22
In the North Island in 2017, however, there were nearly 1600 pairs, up from about
330 in 1999.
Although not as spectacular as its cousins, the last member of the Calleaeidae
trio, the saddleback or tieke, has its own compelling story. As with the kōkako,
there are separate North and South Island species of tieke, although the differences between the adult birds are more subtle. But the South Island tieke, Philesturnus
carunculatus, has a distinctive juvenile phase that is not seen in the North Island
bird, P. rufusater. Once fledged, the South Island juveniles have a uniform darkbrown plumage and do not develop the distinctive saddleback plumage until they
are about 15 months old. Newly fledged North Island tieke, on the other hand,
have the adult plumage from the start.
The different phases of plumage in the South Island bird led to confusion
for early observers, especially as they are not seen in the North Island tieke. The
Forsters, and Latham,23 assumed that the brown birds were females. The French
naturalists Jean Quoy and Joseph Gaimard, on Dumont d’Urville’s Astrolabe expedition, collected tieke specimens in the Nelson region in 1827, correctly thinking
[opposite page] Last Flight of

the Kokako, Don Binney, oil on board, 1979. In this work, the artist
references the famous Bruegal work, The Fall of Icarus. Bruegal’s ploughing farmer is replaced by
heavy machinery removing trees; his ships and their masts by the tall trees on the right, and Icarus
himself by a falling kōkako. ellerton trust collection, auckland
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Each of these J. G. Keulemans watercolours shows a leucistic bird accompanied by two other
adult birds. The top painting is of three North Island kōkako and the bottom one of a female
leucistic huia with a male and female of the same species. The paintings were probably carried out
as a commission, possibly from Walter Buller early in the 20th century. The kōkako painting came
from the estate of Buller’s grand-daughter and was purchased by the National Library, and the
huia watercolour is held at Te Papa. alexander turnbull library, ref d-033-004; te papa, ref 1993-0029-6
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that the uniform brown plumage was
that of the young bird. Buller was also
confused. In his 1865 Essay on New Zealand Ornithology, he classified the young
South Island bird as a separate species,
Creadion cinereus, but in the first edition
of his book, he decided correctly that
in fact his C. cinereus was an immature
tieke.. He classified tieke from both the
North and South islands as one species,
but noted the ‘very remarkable circumstance that it [the immature phase] has
never ever been met with by myself or,
so far as I am aware, by any other collector in the North island’. By the second
edition, Buller had reverted to his original classification – ‘my Creadion cinereus
recovers the specific rank so long denied Chromolithograph by Keulemans from Buller’s
to it.’24 The common name for this new second edition, in which the author classified
South Island species was the jack-bird. the adult and young South Island tieke as
different species. walter buller, a history of the
Buller backed his argument with evi- birds of new zealand, 2nd edition, 1887–88
dence from Andreas Reischek, who in
December 1877 shot about 20 birds, including both phases, on the West Coast.
On examining the dissected birds, he concluded that all were ‘fully adult’ and concluded therefore that they were two different species. Three years later Reischek
shot another 30 tieke on Hen Island in the Hauraki Gulf, finding no sign of the
uniform brown bird, further convincing himself, and Buller, that it was a separate
species, found only in the South Island. Buller maintained this view in his supplement 17 years later.25 Later the jack-bird was confirmed as the juvenile South Island
bird. North and South Island tieke were separated into different subspecies. More
recently, morphological and minor plumage differences – in particular the narrow
yellow line at the top of the saddle in the North Island bird – and the different juvenile phases have led to the recognition of different species in the North Island,
Philesturnus rufusater, and South Island, P. carunculatus.
By the middle of the 20th century, both species were confined to small islands
– the Big South Cape Islands in the south, and Hen Island in the north. A rat invasion on the Big South Cape Islands led to a desperate attempt in 1964 to transfer
some of the last of the South Island tieke, as well as the remaining Stead’s bush
wren and South Island snipe. In the case of the tieke, valuable experience had been
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gained just a few months earlier when
North Island birds were successfully
moved from their last remaining habitat
on Hen Island. The translocation of 66
South Island tieke was ultimately successful, although not that of the bush
wren and the snipe. South Island tieke
finally disappeared from Big South Cape
Island in the late 1960s, but today descendants of those transferred 50 years
ago number about 2000. Similarly, the
North Island birds are descended from
the Hen Island transfers, and also number in their thousands.
Reischek is a recurring character in
the story of our birds, but the one he
is most closely associated with is the
stitchbird or hihi. Its closest relatives are
the Callaeidae, but it is a distant relationship. In fact the hihi is the only species
of the Notiomystidae family – the only
monotypic New Zealand bird family –
and, as such, could be described as New
Lithograph prepared to accompany the first
scientific description of the hihi.
Zealand’s most exclusive bird species.
bulletin de l’académie royale des sciences, des lettres
Like the huia, the hihi is confined to
et des beaux-arts de belgique, 1839
the North Island, and its plumage was
highly valued by Māori. Its bright yellow feathers, unlike those of any other North
Island bird, were used in the most prized cloaks. Also like the huia, the reclusive
hihi was not described by Europeans until William Yate wrote about them in 1835
– ‘as beautiful as the linnet in their plumage, and surpass him in the delicacy and
elegance of their shape’. Perhaps one of the most curious facts that has emerged
more recently is that hihi are the only birds known to copulate face to face.
The stitchbird was first scientifically described and illustrated in 1839 by the
Belgian ornithologist Bernard du Bus de Gisignies, as Meliphaga cincta, a member of
the honey eater family.26 Originally the hihi could be found throughout the North
Island as well as Great Barrier, Little Barrier and Kapiti Islands, but it declined rapidly throughout the 1870s, possibly owing to disease or predation. This period coincided with the spread of the ship rat through the North Island, and this aggressive,
tree-climbing predator may have been primarily responsible for the bird’s demise.
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Rachel Walker’s lively watercolour-and-pen hihi neatly illustrates the words of Herbert GuthrieSmith: “With the sunlight falling full on the splendid gold of the outspread wings, or the deep
blacks and pure whites of head and neck, the male then appears not a bird but a huge brilliant
tropical butterfly – a magnificent creature indeed.” (Guthrie-Smith, 1925, p. 45.)
courtesy of the artist

In his first edition, Buller noted that hihi were relatively common in the southern
parts of the North Island but rare further north apart from the ‘Barrier Islands’
– ‘a very shy bird … not easily shot’.27 By the 1880s, the hihi was extinct everywhere except for Little Barrier Island. Perhaps this encouraged Andreas Reischek
to visit the island three times between 1880 and 1885, where he shot 150 of them.28
Not surprisingly, in his second edition a few years later, Buller noted that ‘the Hihi
has become the rarest of our existing native birds’, although he apparently saw no
connection between this and ‘the indefatigable Austrian collector, Herr Reischek’,
who shot specimens for Buller’s own collection in 1884.29 Buller’s assessment of
the rarity of the hihi was no doubt influenced by Reischek’s own accounts, which
emphasised its scarcity, but it is hard to reconcile this with the high numbers the
Austrian killed. Perhaps the perception of scarcity was encouraged in an attempt to
inflate the bird’s commercial value.30
The establishment of Little Barrier Island as a sanctuary in 1894 checked the
activities of commercial bird collectors like Reischek and their customers like Buller.
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